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Abstract 
 
Wearable biosensors can monitor biological vital signs of health continuously but require 
sustainable power technology to realize a paradigm shift towards connected healthcare 
anytime, anywhere. A recent article in Joule (Yu Yin et al.) reports a fingertip-based self-
powered wearable device that can harvest sustainable bioenergy more efficiently than 
previous technologies. 
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There have been recent intensive worldwide research efforts devoted to energy research in 
academia. Unique challenges arise depending on the scale of the technology being 
considered. On a grid-wide scale, a major challenge in energy harvesting is to power a city in 
a sustainable manner, minimizing the environmental footprint of the technology. On a slightly 
smaller scale, a main objective in energy handling is to effectively power electrical vehicles, 
in which it is challenging to achieve high energy density and power density simultaneously. 
 
In contrast, energy handling on a small user-based scale suffers from different limitations 
despite advances in modern battery technologies. Miniaturized electronics such as wearable 
medical devices only require a small amount of energy to power (e.g., fewer than a few mW) 
1. In the context of the Internet of Medical Things, vital signs of health must be monitored 
24/7 during various complex human activities to enable real-time diagnostics and remote 
intervention. However, current advanced batteries cannot meet this requirement in that they 
are bulky, rigid, noncompliant to the soft curvilinear human body, and also cannot deliver 
continuous long-term power solutions without recharging. Hence, powering miniaturized 
wearable medical devices sustainably on-demand constitutes a key challenge for them to 
remain connected to the global internet anytime, anywhere. 
 
In this context, there has been a world-wide quest for developing compact, biocompatible, 
ideally soft and compliant wearable epidermal energy devices that can generate electricity 
from routine human activities2-4. Harvesting biomechanical energy and biochemical energy 
are the two promising self-powered solutions. The former can be realized by devising novel 
piezoelectric5, 6 or triboelectric7-11 materials and/or layouts but suffers from a very low energy 
conversion efficiency of typically less than 1%. The latter has been achieved by designing 
epidermal biofuel cells to convert lactate or glucose from human sweat into electricity12. 
Unfortunately, one must perform intensive physical exercise to generate sufficient sweat, and 
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induced sweat technology such as reverse iontophoresis13 is often required. Therefore, both 
strategies require “hard work” to generate a reasonable amount of energy to power wearable 
devices. 
 
Now, a group of researchers from University of California at San Diego (UCSD) have reported 
a fingertip-based wearable energy device by combining a lactate biofuel cell and piezoelectric 
generator. This innovative device offers exceptionally high energy harvesting efficiency so 
that it can harvest passive natural sweat and gentle finger-pressing energy from routine 
human activities without the need of intensive exercise or vibrant mechanical motions. A core 
step of this technological advance is to fabricate a flexible, porous, water-wicking foam-based 
lactate biofuel cell. The team first fabricated three-dimensional (3D) carbon nanotube (CNT) 
foam into elastic compressible electrodes. Then lactate oxidase (LOx) was used to decorate 
the CNT foam to obtain the bioanode for catalytic oxidation towards lactate; platinum was 
used to modify the CNT foam to obtain the biocathode for catalytic reduction of oxygen 
molecules (Figure 1). Two bioanodes were paired with one biocathode, which were then 
assembled into biofuel device with an in-plane layout, followed by covering a layer of porous 
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) hydrogel to facilitate sweat collection. The overall power output was 
stable throughout a week and also comparable to the control experiment with PBS buffer. 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy characterization confirmed the low impedance of 
the PVA hydrogel and reduced electrode resistance upon applying external pressure.  
 
A key requirement for powering future self-powered wearable electronics is to develop 
compact energy harvesting devices that can generate a sizeable amount of electrical power 
continuously without influencing routine human activities. The research team chose the 
fingertip as a lactate fuel source because of its extremely high sweat rate (>80g/hr). 
Remarkably, their finger-worn biofuel device could generate 300mJ/cm2 continuously during 
sleep without the need of external mechanical energy input.  
 
The electrical power could also be generated from a single finger touch, which only consumed 
a tiny amount of mechanical energy but could generate 60 times energy output. While human 
sweat is a ubiquitous bioenergy source, there are several challenging factors for power 
generation on-demand, including sweat collection and individuality of sweat rates. In this 
case, the UCSD research team systematically investigated various governing parameters 
including the sweat accumulation time, touching pressure, duration and frequency of 
touching, as well as the number of fingers touching biofuel cells.  
 
Beyond innovation in chemical materials synthesis and device fabrication, it is also an 
important aspect to demonstrate their ability to be integrated into workable prototypes. To 
show this, the UCSD team successfully coupled their finger-touch lactate biofuel with a lead 
zirconate titanate piezoelectric generator to enhance further the mechanical press energy 
harvesting efficiency. The optimized touching frequency has been found to be crucial for 
synergistic chemical/mechanical energy conversion into electrical power. Furthermore, they 
demonstrated a self-sustained bio-sensing concept without the need of any external devices 
by integrating the bioenergy generation with vitamin and sodium ion sensors, energy storage 
units, energy management circuits, microcontroller units, and electrochromic displays. Their 
self-powered fingertip-based sensor could monitor vitamin C levels before and after pill-
taking over a 2-hr time span independently without external energy input. 



Wearable technology is on the rise but a battery-based powering strategy limits its full 
potential, which calls for disruptive wearable energy technologies14. While there have been a 
number of self-powered technological advances, the efficiency of bioenergy production is still 
low. This work sets a new standard for self-powered bioenergy harvesting efficiency, 
constituting a significant step further towards next-generation self-sustainable wearable 
bioelectronics. Rather than relying on batteries, one may get sufficient bioenergy from 
fingertips to power wearable sensors on demand and send vital signs (e.g., blood pressure, 
glucose level, or electrocardiogram) to doctors and carers whenever and wherever one wants 
(Figure 2). Further challenges may include stability and durability of enzymatic biofuel cells, 
as well as scalability in their fabrication. A multidisciplinary collaboration in surface chemistry, 
electroanalytical chemistry, biochemistry, materials science, electrical engineering is vital for 
solving these remaining challenges. With further advances, spare bioenergy from everyday 
human activities will be harvested simply with imperceptible epidermal energy devices like 
tattoos to power wearable sensors on demand, thereby realizing our ultimate dream of 
connected healthcare with closed-loop responses anytime, anywhere. 
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Figure 1 Biofuel cell reactions. Catalytic reactions on LOx modified CNT foam anode and Pt-

modified CNT foam cathode, respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 A self-powered wearable diagnostic system consisting of fingertip-based bioenergy 

harvesting and smart wrist patches for non-invasive continuous health monitoring.  
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